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NOTE

Bus Events

Bus Conversion Rallies are enjoyable to
many bus owners. People go to hang
out with other Bus Nuts, to meet up and
discuss everything bus related, or places
they have taken their bus, or to lie about how fast their bus
will go. LOL Newbies go to look at other people’s buses,
to get ideas on how to convert their own bus. Either way,
everyone enjoys bus rallies.
In January, to start off the New Year, there are several bus
rallies scheduled in the southwestern US. More than any
other month in the year, people escape the cold and travel
south for the winter to bring in the New Year. Starting in
Joshua Tree, California on January 7 – 12 is the Flxible bus
rally. Flxible buses come from all around to attend this rally.
After that, many Flxible owners head to Quartzsite where
there will be more bus conversions all in one place than
any other venue. Many Flxible owners will camp at Dome
Rock and some stay in other places in town.
The Eagle and GM groups both meet at The Market Place.
One group on one side of the dry wash and the other group
on the opposite side. Their rallies start on January 15th and
16th respectively, and run until the 19th.
Two days later on January 21, the BCI (Bus Conversion
International) group will meet just a stone’s throw away in
an adjacent lot. BCI is a group that allows any type of Over
the Road bus, be it an Eagle, GM, MCI, Prevost, or whatever. They have a regular schedule of activities so nobody
will get bored, but anyone can feel free to do whatever they
want.

rally in Ehrenburg, Arizona. This
is a group of people who converted school buses into a home on
wheels. Many of them, like the OTR
bus owners, live in their buses and
travel full-time. Skoolie owners are
generally a younger group who decided early on in life that owning a
house and being stuck in one place all year is not for them.

GARY H A T T

In all of the groups listed here, all types of buses called
SOB (Some Other Buses) are welcome to attend any of
the rallies. So no matter what you have for a bus, come on
down and join in on the fun.
For more information on all of these events, check the
Events section in each issue of BCM. For the latest information on all events, check out our website at: https://www.
busconversionmagazine.com/events/.
On that page, you will also see videos of past events as
well as the contact information if you would like to join the
event or get more info. All of these rallies are very inexpensive. If you can afford to pay for the fuel to get there, you
can afford to pay the minimal rally fee.
If you have a bus event coming up this year, and we do not
have your information listed on our Events page, please
send your information to me at Gary@BusConversionMagazine.com and we will list it for free. We list all rallies and
other types of bus events up to 1-year in advance, as we
want to help you attract the largest group that we can.
SYOTR

The Skoolie buses are meeting at the Skooliepalooza
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My 1948 GMC Silversides PD 3751

By Mike S e n z a m ic i
One of my favorite photos. This was taken right after we bought the bus.
It all started when I was looking on eBay at old vintage Greyhound luggage tags. They are die cut in the
shape of a bus, and on the back provided an area for
name, address, and city. As I was scrolling, up on the
screen came an eBay auction for a bus. A Silversides!
I collect Greyhound memorabilia. Well, now I collect
more than Greyhound memorabilia. I have one. A
Greyhound that is. It is a 1948 GMC Silversides PD
3751. It weighs 28,000 lbs. It is 35 ft. long, 8 ft. wide
and a little over 10 ft. tall, and takes up more room
than the Greyhound ashtrays and pillows I was collecting before.

We decided to let the auction run out because it was
a little bit more than I wanted to spend. My thinking
was if it was meant to be no one would bid on it. No
one did bid on it. It was January, right after Christmas
when most people have just maxed out their credit
cards on gift purchases. So I sent him an email and
arranged to meet the seller that weekend.

Up until that point, one of my favorite vintage Greyhound buses was a Scenicruiser. Partly because it
was the first bus I ever drove; it was a double-decker
and it has a great history. Another reason was, I didn’t
think I’d ever see a GMC Silversides bus so a Scenicruiser to me seemed obtainable.
The Silversides was a far-off dream. But there was
one in front of me, on eBay. I know what I said in my
excitement, but I can’t repeat it here. My wife, Robin,
heard me and said, “What did you find?” She looked
at the screen and pretty much said, the same thing.
She then said, “Click on the interior.”
Expecting to see a seated bus, we saw a really run
down bus conversion. Still interested my wife said,
“Where is it?” It was in San Jose about 300 miles
away. Then she just kept firing questions. “How
much? Should we call him? Isn’t there a three-day
weekend coming up?”

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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My thinking was we’ll go take a look at the bus, which
I would have loved to see anyway, and then drive a
little further up to San Francisco and spend the weekend there. I think my wife was a little more excited
about it than I was. It looked like it needed a lot of
work.
Well we drove up and there it was. A little faded on the
top, but it had some recent mechanical issues taken
care of: new tires, solid rims, new brakes, spin on fuel
filters, an alternator and new batteries.
It had wasted upholstery, holes in the
floor and some broken windows. What
it needed were all
things we had done
around the house,
The inside was a little rough. and to our cars,
over the years. We
bargained back and forth for a couple of weeks. I did
get it a bit cheaper than what the seller was asking,
which made me feel a little better, but now we owned
a Silversides bus!
My idea was to go in and gut everything and start
new. Robin, immediately put a stop to that idea, which
she does often, for good reason. She said, “It’s just
broken windows, holes in the floor, dried wood cabinets, some upholstery and paint. Look at the floor
plan. Look at the headliner from 1948.” She was right.
We needed to do everything, but we had a head start
because most everything was in place except for a
missing stove, and absolutely nothing in the bedroom.

5

It took four of us, my wife and me, and two grandsons
two years to get it to the point where we could actually
go camping in it, minus the bedroom. Then we slowly
worked on the bedroom which took another couple of
months.
The rear bedroom now has a pullout bed for two, a
small seat, a closet for two with six pullout drawers
and plenty of hanger room as well as access to the
emergency door with portable steps, that can be
pulled in to the bedroom when traveling.

The rear bedroom has a pullout bed for two, a small
seat, a closet for two with six pullout drawers and
plenty of hanger room as well as access to the
emergency door with portable steps, that can be
pulled into the bedroom when traveling.

The bedroom was the worst of it. The headliner and
overhead shelf were still intact, and that was it. What
we wanted in the bedroom were a closet, a bed, a
seat, and access to the emergency door. Ha! The
whole bedroom is only eight feet wide and a little over
six feet long.
She came up with a bedroom floor plan that works
just great. A bed, a couch, a closet for two people with
drawers and hangers and access to the emergency
door with steps that we can pull into the bedroom
when on the road.
The original conversion was done by “Custom Coach
Corporation” in Columbus Ohio where the bus was
originally stationed with Greyhound. But that was in
1959, so over the years it was well used and really
run down.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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door so if you open the shower door you block everything from that point back into the bedroom.
The water is heated with an electric water heater and
never runs out of hot water. The bathroom has a toilet,
sink, medicine cabinet and lower cabinet for bigger
things like toilet paper.
I was able to find the stove nearby at a yard sale
when someone was parting out a big “I Love Lucy
trailer”. I asked if the stove was for sale and they
didn’t even know that it was removable. Not only was
it removable from the trailer, it fit in the bus perfectly.
No microwaves, we try to stay true to the vintage of
the conversion which was 1959.
The stove is a “Dixie Wanderer” with four burners, an
oven and a broiler. I plumbed it through the floor to a
propane tank in the rear bay. That was the only thing
that was missing when we brought the bus home.

The headliner is the original from 1948 and still has
all the original chrome accents.
Up front, the bus has two dinettes that seats four people each. Behind that is a lounge area with a couch
that makes into bunk beds, a couple of vintage chairs,
and a boomerang table.

Another view of the two dinettes up front.
In this bus the isle is enough for one person, or two
people belly-to-belly. That makes the counters so
much bigger, as well as the bathroom and the shower.
We have a bathroom and a separate shower. It really
makes a big difference in the morning when getting
ready for the day. The shower is right by the bedroom

The stove is a Dixie Wanderer.
It’s gas is plumbed to the back bay and has
four burners, an oven and a broiler.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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There is an ice box in the kitchen area that’s very
wide and very deep. The top lid is flush with the
counter and the drain goes straight down to the
ground. I did install a refrigerator down below in the
first bay which we can turn up to a freezer, or just
have it as a refrigerator for beer and soft drinks while
sitting outside.

The is box is very large and deep. We also have a
refrigerator in the front bay that we can turn up to be
a freezer or a handy beer and soft drink refrigerator
for when sitting outside.
The water system is pressurized to 45 lbs. by a “Jacuzzi” sump pump. We have a 100-gallon freshwater
tank that gets filtered on the way in and filtered on the
way out. Our drinking water is two 5-gallon bottles of
drinking water down below with a hand pump spigot
next to the kitchen sink for making coffee and drinking.

7

The cabinet and storage space is wonderful with vintage boomerang Formica. Under all the seats is storage for pillows and blankets. Three of the overhead
compartments were left in where you don’t stand, i.e.
over the dinettes and over the back shelf.
The cabinet space in the kitchen is more than we
need (but it’s always full so maybe it’s not). Like I
said there’s less floor space so there’s more cabinet
space.

The kitchen area has great counter space with
Boomerang Formica and Mahogany wood.
There’s also a full closet in the bedroom with six pull
out drawers, three for each of us and plenty of hang-

Wrico International

W
I

The Generator man

We carry a full line of Coach Conversion
Parts & Accessories, to list a few:
• Wrico Generators
• Magnum Inverters
• Webasto Hot Water Heating Systems
• Cooktops & Water Heaters
• Automatic Transfer Switches
• Generator Autostart System
Call the people with the Coach Conversion
Experience and Know-how.

The Kitchen Sink.

Made Specifically For Bus Conversions

We also have a 100-gallon black water tank that you
can drain on either side. The fresh water and black
water tanks are made for this bus of galvanized metal
with hose hookups and clean-outs on both ends. That
makes it very convenient for cleaning.

Buy direct and save. Call the Generator Man
(541) 744-4333
WRICO INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 41555 • Eugene, Oregon 97404

Kubota Powered • Water Cooled • 1800 RPM
Direct Drive • Easy To Service
Rugged and Trouble Free
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ers for shirts and jackets. There’s also storage under
the bed which, when not in use, is a couch. At night
the couch pulls out and makes a very comfortable bed
for two people.

from the original bus. The fact that the bus is very
well-insulated, has a white roof which reflects sunlight,
and I’ve changed all the windows to sliders, means
we haven’t needed air conditioning.

The heating in the bedroom is a portable electric heater on the back deck which heats the bedroom nicely,
especially when you close the curtain to the rest of
the bus. The heating for the rest of the bus is a builtin electric heater that does its job very well. The only
problem we’ve had with using electric heaters is when
we’re boondocking.

We’ve been in 100 degree heat and the bus still stays
relatively cool. Not air conditioner cool, but it’s called
camping for a reason. We’ve always talked about getting a bay unit but, so far haven’t seen the need.

Campgrounds without electricity usually want your
generators off by 10 PM so in the past it’s been a
slight problem. Unfortunately, the house batteries are
also the two big 8D batteries that start the bus. We’re
thinking of solar panels and an extra 8D battery for
boondocking. In a pinch, the oven does double duty
as a heater.
Right now, the bus has no air conditioning. Shocker to
most people! Surprisingly enough we haven’t needed
air conditioning. We don’t want to put in roof units and
destroy the look of the bus. Keep in mind we live in
California where hot and humid isn’t a thing.
We’ve been using small fans, one portable and two

In the original air conditioning system, a four cylinder
Continental engine down below and behind the driver
ran the compressor. It was all on a slide-out platform
with a radiator, the motor, a transfer case, and then
the huge compressor. It is a very antiquated system.
So, out that came and it was donated to a collector of
vintage mechanical equipment.
That “vented” compartment is where we have our
generators with an electric fan that sucks air in over
the generators and another electric fan that pushes it
out through a vent in the floor, so we’re not smelling
exhaust in the bus.
Our generators are two Honda 2000s, which is plenty
to run the whole bus. Sometimes we only use one.
While going down the highway we can just run off the
bus batteries.

Watch Video
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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The bus also has an inverter which converts most
everything to 110V or in some cases with some lights,
keeps them 12V.
As far as entertainment goes, we don’t have any
TVs or DVD players. We do have a new retro looking
radio in the bedroom that pipes music through the air
conditioning ducts via six BMW speakers. We also run
satellite radio through that.
Since then we’ve had fun with it not only camping with
other friends with vintage campers, but using it for TV
and movie work.

11

We have other classic cars also, and when you drive
down the street people point or give the person
they’re walking with the elbow and point. With the bus
we might as well be flying a UFO. It’s a very unique,
historical bus in the original Greyhound livery which
gives it extra historical value.
Without my wife Robin, some details would go unnoticed and be inaccurate when it comes to dressing
the bus for shows. One of our favorite shows being

We’ve also found some of the history. I wrote to Greyhound and got the build sheet from 1948. The person
I talked to said, “It’s real boring reading.” and he was
right, sort of. To me it’s like the birth certificate.
It ends up it was ordered to be built by Pennsylvania
Greyhound in Columbus Ohio along with eight other
PD 3751s. They started building the bus in June of
1948 and it was delivered in September of 1948. The
build number is 1331 out of a little over 1,600 that
were built. So it was in the last 300 that were built.
I’ve also connected with two of the former families that
owned the bus, the O’Neals and the Petersons. They
have filled me in on some of the missing history and
also supplied some old photos from when they owned
it. I’ve learned that it was originally converted in 1959
by a company in Ohio for a family in Connecticut. The
company built camping trailers; however, no one was
really doing bus conversions like we see today.

My wife Robin and co-owner, as well as chief
historian and set director. Without her some details would go unnoticed and be inaccurate when it
comes to dressing the bus for shows.

We just had the engine rebuilt. It’s a 671 Detroit
Diesel with a blower and a 4-speed Spicer Crash Box
transmission on the steering column. I tell people they
did everything but the alternator, the block, and the
crank. Everything else including starter, radiator and
all the internals are new.
The blower has also been rebuilt. It just runs as clean
as can be. We are getting about 9 MPG. A friend
asked me, “Where’s your first trip going to be?” I told
him, “Anywhere!” And that’s how I feel. It’s been a
very dependable bus.
Our movie and TV work consists of a commercial
on the History Channel with the Top Gear boys, to a
trailer for a movie that never came out. We’ve also
done a few music videos and a photo shoot with the
rock band “Iron Butterfly”. We just recently completed a shoot for a British TV show called, “Travels with
Father”.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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“Modernism Week Vintage Camper Show” in Palm
Springs the third week in February. The spectators
pay to get in and expect display to be period correct.
Robin makes sure it is.
Like I said before, I collect Greyhound memorabilia.
This is my biggest piece in the collection and even,
after 10 years, I get surprised when I look out into the
driveway and see it sitting there undercover. Most
bus owners want the newest, latest accessory. We
want to keep it 1948 outside and 1959 inside for historic purposes. My son calls it a labor of love. I call it
preserving history. Things like this you don’t own, you
just preserve for future generations.

A good friend Clyde.
I usually keep the destination sign on New York because I’m originally from Long Island but I’ve been in
California for over 40 years.

Clyde not only protects the bus,
but baby Nora as well.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Many buses by the mid 50’s had these signs installed. Even though this bus predates Rosa Park’s
arrest in December of 1955, I had one reproduced
and displayed in honor of Mrs. Parks.

Our back up bell. Before back up beepers or reverse lights there were back up bells. They work
with a series of lead balls that hit the bell while
backing...and they are loud!

The fluted aluminum sides were used to make the
bus look more like a train car. Greyhound was trying
to get people out of trains and into buses.The aluminum siding is very easy to keep looking good by
wiping it down with ‘’Sheila Shine” oil after washing.
It not only keeps the old aluminum from drying out,
but gives it a dull sheen.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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This is the rear “High Mount Stop Light”. Even
though the background color was red my feeling
was it clashed with the other colors. But it works
great and can be seen above all the other cars
behind at a stop.

Night view at Camp Walmart.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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made the
in

USA
By M ike S e n z a m ic i
Mike is originally from Long Island, New York
but has lived in Santa Barbara, California for
over 40 years with his wife and co-owner of their
bus conversion, Robin. Mike is a former auto
restoration shop owner and bus company Vice
President.
Mike and Robin are involved in vintage camping
and showing their 1948 GMC Silversides bus at
various vintage get-togethers and shows.
They also use the bus for TV and Movie work
and have worked with the “Top Gear” boys and
the History channel.
Their favorite vintage display is for “Modernism
Week” in Palm Springs, California the 3rd week
in February.
Mike can be reached at:
dmp0308@icloud.com

P

The GiraffeG4 System
PREVENTS your Bus Conversion
Camper from having
“Low Clearance” Collisions

www.GiraffeG4.com
1-877-543-1087
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We can assist you with any and all of your RV Parts needs.
All in stock orders usually ship the next business day.
www.PacificRVParts.com

Dometic Penguin Duo Therm
13,500 BTU Cool-Only
Air Conditioner
$64588

Welcome to Pacific RV Parts
The Best Source for
all Your RV Parts.
If you need RV Parts or
Accessories for your:
Bus Conversion - RV - Motorhome
Trailer - 5th Wheel - Toy Hauler
Camper - Tent Trailer

Suburban SF-30Q
30,000 BTU RV Furnace
$71588

We specialize in Velvac RV Bus Mirrors.
www.VelvacRVMirrors.com
Maxxfan Ventilator
White RV Roof Vent
$24888

We are here to serve you with
Great Pricing & Excellent Service!

(888) 600-4845
i n f o @ P a c i f i c RV P a r t s . c o m

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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RV Water Heater
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Busless Nut!

By Ton y To r re s
The calm before the (Potato) storm.
What a BEHEMOTH! Such a massive, beautiful piece
of machinery! Wait…what? We are going with you
all? This is going to be so fun!” My mind was spinning
at what awaited ahead of us. With our wives, four
daughters (close in age) in tow and all the equipment
required for an exciting week of fun and memories, we
pulled away from their home in Naperville, Illinois.

Abraham Lincoln! This was another memorable trip
our family took with the Lyons family - down the old
double nickel (Illinois State Route 55) from the Chicago suburbs! We were heading down to attend an
annual Bluegrass Festival with two other families
(Ernie & Deb Juhant and Joe & Debbi Smyth and
their children) who traveled in pop-up campers and of

I was introduced to the world of conversion buses by
our good friends Phil and Ginni Lyons whom we have
known and loved as family for almost 20 years now!
Phil has always been a bus man! In fact, they lived in
an RV for several years when their girls were young.
It was in 2004 that Phil purchased his first bus conversion from California; a 1983 MC19, converted in
2004 - “The Moose”!
After the first trip, I fell in love with the busing world!
How cool to be traveling in such a smooth ride,
conversing with everyone, and preparing meals - all
while moving at 70 MPH (the speed might be a slight
exaggeration!).
We vacationed with them for many years and had so
many fun trips in The Moose! One time we were in
southern Illinois and a “Tom Tom” took us off the highway onto some country roads while on our way to the
campsite. Phil was doing a fantastic job maneuvering
all the pinpoint turns through the country roads and
then we made a turn and could see the highway we
were on running parallel to the campground! We were
so close, yet so far away! We all had a good laugh!!
I’m sure you’ve all been there at some point.
Springfield, Illinois; home of our 16th U.S. President

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Families visiting the Lincoln Memorial – Lyons Family.

CLICK
HERE TO
SEE
VIDEO
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Families visiting the Lincoln Memorial – Torres Family.
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Families visiting the Lincoln Memorial – Juhant Family.

MENTION THIS
AD & SAVE 5%
ON YOUR
ORDER FROM
TRIKKE4U

UT OF
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GET M DVENTURES
RV A
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N
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R
NEVE OLD!
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UNDE

FAST, Local delivery to your
destination can be arranged

EDUCATED CONSUMERS ALWAYS BECOME OUR CUSTOMERS......

Why T4U™ Personal Electric Vehicles?

Operates for less than 30¢ per charge.
Collapses down in less than 10 seconds without tools, making it
PERFECT for RVers!
Get MORE out of your On-The-Go travel.
SELF-PROPELLED/ELECTRIC or SITTING/ STANDING ELECTRIC
RIDES
Enjoy a safe, stable, no-impact cruise/workout.
Not just for old folks, but for smart folks!
ADA COMPLIANT = APPROVED FOR USE ANYWHERE and
EVERYWHERE, INSIDE OR OUT!
INEXPENSIVE AND PRACTICAL WAY TO EASILY GET AROUND.
Because they are just plain FUN, from 13 to 93 years old.

Call, Text, or Email for more great info

661-262-3262
Trikkes4U@gmail.com

www.Trikke4U.com

Click HERE to watch video
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course we wouldn’t turn down an invitation to ride in
the 40’ Moose with Phil & Ginni!
The bus was a wonderful home on wheels with all the
luxuries! Upon entrance to the campground, campers
from all around would peek out to see this monstrosity
that had appeared shaking the ground beneath their
RVs, campers, tents, and feet! Parking, however, is
not always easy, especially in the dark and backing
into a camping spots.

21

vince everyone they were the best potatoes we had
ever had! Not one person decided to join us. That my
friend is “The Great Potato Debacle!”

We give you all credit for maneuvering these big
massive pieces of machinery! I’m sure it is a blessing
when campgrounds have locations for the big rigs! :)
All-in-all we had a great time listening to the talented
Bluegrass Music performers and visiting the Lincoln
Museum while there.
Then came what I call “The Great Potato Debacle”.
We (all the fathers in the group: Phil, Joe, Ernie & me)
started dinner which consisted of each family’s choice
of meat of course, some baked beans, then the guest
of honor; some foil-covered russet potatoes over a fire
pit. It all started out well, the meat was smelling fantastic, and the potatoes were on the grill over the fire.
The men were so excited about this huge campfire
dinner which everyone was helping to prepare and all
the dishes were on their way!

After about an hour, we started to feed them
bread & chips to fend off hunger-driven food riots.

Well, the men checked the potatoes after an hour
and for some reason they were as hard as a rock! No
problem...we will lower the grill over the fire pit. Phil
checked the potatoes again after another sixty minutes and for some reason our spuds were still hard as
a rock! The potato lovers were getting restless. The
men put their great minds together and we decided to
throw the potatoes directly on the fire. “Oh, yes! That’s
the ticket!” said, Phil. Three hours after we had started
our potatoes everyone was finished eating everything
else we had prepared.
Then came the dessert, and the women, men, and
potato-loving children were still waiting for their share
of campfire potatoes. Four hours had passed and
all the campers were on their way to bed except the
men! We had a real treat waiting for us! The potatoes
didn’t feel hard anymore, but crunchy! Gently those
hot, toasty spuds were removed from the burning
fire pit, cut open, and a somewhat burnt potato was
revealed!
No problem, we have another dozen potatoes. One
burned potato isn’t going to ruin this meal! Well, sad
to say, we had a dozen burnt potatoes. To save face,
Phil and I put butter on our potatoes and tried to con-
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Four hours later; Burned & Smokey taters.
Not good. Meat, well that was okay.
Men - nowhere to be found.

Really guys? Still waiting after a couple of hours.

We enjoyed every trip with the Lyons on The Moose
until their move to Arizona in 2012. It was then that
Phil sent me a subscription to BCM. WOW! It seemed
to take forever to get the first issue in my mailbox!
The excitement consumed me. Every month I would
wait in anticipation for the next month’s issue to come
in the mail. Once it arrived you’d find me in the water
closet seated in the library, and at times reading it
cover-to-cover! Hehe!
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The stories about ordinary people purchasing buses
and their conversions were intriguing and drew me
into their stories. It was as if I were there, working
right alongside each and every one of the conversions. The adventures, campgrounds, national parks,
and scenic trips fueled the fire! The bus bug is in me
and I dream about owning my own! Well, life happens.
For example, this year we had two weddings for our
daughters within just eight months. Not to mention,
eight years ago I had back surgery that left me disabled and unable to work. Owning a bus seems only
like a dream, but I haven’t given up. I enjoy watching buses driving by on the highway and wondering
where the road is taking them. The Classified Ads
on BCM are not far from my view at all times, as well
as online ads in hopes of seeing something we can
afford.
There are so many things to consider when making
such a huge purchase:
1. Where do you park a giant 40+’ bus?
2. Would living in a bus be feasible?
3. How do we downsize to living in a bus?
We are so used to living in homes that are way too big
for us and full of stuff we really don’t need. Why do we
have such a hard time parting with things? Well, the
dream continues and one day you may see my wife
and I traveling down the road to discover some new
adventures of our own!

B y To n y To r re s
Tony and Laura Torres were introduced to the world
of bussing by their good friends Phil and Ginni Lyons.
From the first of many vacations we took with them I
found a new love. Yep, conversion busses.
From that point I never looked at a bus as just a regular bus. Everytime I see a bus on the road I would
love to know where they are headed and where they
came from. I started thinking of getting my own bus.
Then life happened two Daughters in college at the
same time. A couple of years after they completed
college they decided to get married 10 months apart.
But, I have not given up my dream of driving down
the road in a home on wheels. BCM has kept my
dream alive. So, if you ever see us on the road I will
be sure to start up a conversation with you. Until then
may the Lord keep you all safe on the road.

We were very thankful when Gary took over the magazine and brought it back to LIFE! I love the option of
digital copies as well…since our bathroom shelf was
beginning to bow due to the number of BCM issues!
Gary is living the life and I for one am so thankful he
is sharing his journey with us all!
Blessings to you all on your BUS journeys!

O-SO Pure
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Portable water filter
Attaches to garden hose
Delivers 4 gallons per minute
5 micron sediment filters remove small debris to protect water
storage and water heater
Half micron carbon filter removes chemicals and small parasites
High intensity UV lamp destroys bacteria and viruses
Clear filter housing aids monitoring of the filter
Ensures your water is safe to drink in places such as Mexico
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT AQUAFIED AT: (800) 676-7873
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Scenicruisers – Who Knew? (Part 1 of 4)

By Pau l vo n Fa n ge
When the Greyhound Scenicruiser burst on to the
US intercity bus scene in 1954, it wowed the general
public like no other coach before. Millions of people,
whether in person or via newspaper and television
ads, came to know and love this remarkable vehicle.

fit the general layout the company provided to its
shareholders. This also serves to give the reader who
might be new to the Scenicruiser and its history an
overview and introduction to that story.

Five years earlier, a much smaller number of people
were able to view the Scenicruiser-prototype known
as GX-2 (Greyhound Experimental #2). It toured the
country in an effort to entice states to pass a 40-foot
bus length which would be necessary for the future
PD-4501 to travel unfettered across the nation.
Yet the seeds of the Scenicruiser were sown even
earlier, essentially unknown to and unseen by the
public. But one key group of people had a front seat to
watch the entire progression of early prototypes with
the GX-1 (Greyhound Experimental #1) and GX-2, the
EXP 334 and the PD-4501: Greyhound stockholders.
Every year in March or April, the company would publish and distribute its summary of financial and business activities and results from the previous calendar
year. While these documents will hardly give the detail
a Scenicruiser fan would want, they do provide a
higher-level framework of dates and plans on which to
start the building of this history.
A company will typically give stockholders a foretaste
of the feast to come in an effort to maintain and gain
interest in the company’s shares. Any factual claims
about Scenicruiser pre-history and production should
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It should not be assumed that what was in the report
to the stockholders was the only information available
to them. Greyhound would occasionally send other
materials to their stockholders, and, of course, any
press releases made by the company could reveal
information that was later summarized in the annual
report.
Conversely, it is certainly possible that there were
activities done by the company that were not reported
to the stockholders. There may have been multiple
efforts at models and mock-ups and even additional
experimental coaches that did not merit inclusion.
This is not to suggest any sort of subterfuge, but rather, that the company, in its quest for a postwar super
coach, might have explored a variety of options which
did not ultimately serve the path and the goal and
therefore were not publicly communicated. Any stories
to tell on these possibilities would have to come from
different sources.
The dates in the headings that follow reflect the year
in review, even though the text was published three to
four months after the fact. In the spring of each year,
the stockholders (and general public) learned what
had transpired with the business the year before, as
well as heard the expectations of the company forecasted for the current year.
There are questions on exactly when planning for
what eventually emerged as the Scenicruiser began.
Since there is some evidence it was underway even
before the United States entered World War II, this
review will begin with the 1940 report, looking for
any early signs of what was to come. The analysis of
these reports then ends with the 1956 document, the
last year the Scenicruiser was manufactured.

1940

in 1936 by Yellow Truck and Coach. In June 1940
Greyhound had ordered an additional 526 units and
by March of 1941 had ordered 350 more.
It’s not clear from the annual report what kind of units
those were, but by early 1941, production of the
famous “Silversides” or Supercoach with fluted (or
ribbed) aluminum sides was underway; before the
war, there were four models (PGG-3701, PDG-3701,
PGG-4101, PDG-4101).
The second order at least must have been for Silversides, since “serious delays” were anticipated due to
“priorities recently having been established in aluminum….”

The Yellow Truck & Coach Pilot Model 1206 “Supercoach”. (Courtesy of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office)
A brief reminder on how the manufacturer labeled
their bus models: P stood for “Parlor,” a style of bus
suited for intercity transportation. The second letter,
either G or D, stood for how the engine was fueled:
gasoline or diesel. The third letter or G in these examples stood for the customer – Greyhound, but this
third letter was dropped before 1947.

This annual report appeared March 20, 1941.
In 1940, for the first time since 1936, the net income
of the Greyhound System had declined, in this case,
from $9.8 million to just under $7 million. The company attributed this downward turn, in spite of a 3.3%
increase in revenue miles, to reduced fares, a delay
in delivery of new buses, reduced travel to and from
Canada, and a strike by drivers on the Pacific Coast.
Any references to new buses in this report are to
the Greyhound Supercoaches, which had proved “a
marked success.” The Supercoach was introduced
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The four digits after the dash reflected two things.
The first two represented the seating capacity (37 or
41 passengers in these four above). Note: this was
the capacity and not necessarily the actual number of
seats. The second set of two digits represented the
model or version in this series, so the first was always
“01.”
If there was any development work going on in 1940
at Greyhound for a dramatically new bus, the annual
report gave no mention of it.

1941
Sales and operating income in 1941 were much
higher than in 1940. Net income had increased almost
38% from $4.7 million to $6.5 million. By March 31,
1942, when the 1941 annual report appeared, the
United States was fully engaged in World War II.
Greyhound’s message to the stockholders for this
year was focused on the wartime conditions and the
considerable impact on intercity transportation. Of
course, Greyhound was already significantly involved
in military transport, giving troops preferential rates.
Additionally, rubber conservation was important to the
war effort, and Greyhound rented all its tires from the
manufacturers.

27

And what of new bus designs and plans in 1941?
As might be anticipated, more “Supercoaches” were
on order and, by substituting other materials (steel)
for aluminum, additional orders for new buses were
made. But nothing public was said regarding buses of
the future.

1942
Because travel included both civilian and military-related movement in 1942, the number of passengers
grew by 65% compared to 1941. Likewise, revenues
were up 59%, and net income rose 29%. This may
have provided cash for new bus development, but,
due to the demands of wartime, such activity would
have been curtailed.
According to the annual report, Greyhound’s policy
of constant research and improvement of the quality
and capacity of their buses was “suspended for the
duration of the war, [but the company continued] to
keep abreast of the important technological developments taking place … with an eye to their use in the
construction of postwar buses.” These developments
included lighter alloys, new plastics, radical changes
in the design and construction of power units, and the
possibilities offered by high-octane fuels.
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The annual report mentioned activity in one of Greyhound’s companies that would play a role in the Scenicruiser story.
During 1942 the Greyhound Motors & Supply Company acquired 80% of the common stock of Tropic-Aire,
Incorporated, a Chicago (and formerly Minneapolis)
company now primarily engaged in the production
of war materials. Both companies, as well as Greyhound’s Post Houses, were run by Carl H. Will, a
long-time friend and partner of Greyhound’s Chairman
C. E. Wickman. The purpose of the acquisition was
“to make available to the Greyhound System after
the war a modern plant for experimentation, and the
manufacture of special parts and equipment for Greyhound buses.” While nothing more was said in the
stockholder’s report, as will be seen later, experimentation was already underway.

1943
During this year Greyhound’s number of passengers
(38%), revenue (22%), and net income (28%) continued to rise. But not a word was mentioned about future buses. Nonetheless, that new ideas were flowing,
and plans were being made, is clear by the surprising
announcement of a new venture.
On June 14, 1943, Greyhound applied to the Civil
Aeronautics Board for authorization to establish and
operate civil aircraft, specifically helicopters, for carrying passengers, mail and baggage over routes similar
to the ones already in place for the buses.
While waiting for the matter to be heard, Greyhound
created a company for this activity, called Greyhound
Skyways, Inc. The preliminary report of examiners
recommended that surface transportation organizations should not be permitted to operate air services.
Additionally, helicopters would have to prove themselves worthy as a practical means of transportation.

During 1944, as will be seen later, the specific concept for a new bus was revealed to the public. In the
stockholders’ report, an example of advertising was
included. It showed an artist’s hand and brush over
a double-decked bus with the tag lines: “Shaping up
NOW – for the day when ‘Highways are Happy Ways’
again!” The new bus had “1945” on its license plate, a
bit optimistic, perhaps, but it’s clear the planning had
been underway. In the report itself, a preview of the
driving factors behind its design was given.
Greyhound management revealed that, while the war
had required suspension of any manufacture of spe-

Advertise your
business here for
as low as $88 per
month for a
1/4 page!
click here to learn more

1944
By early April of 1945, when the 1944 report was
written, there was hope that the war would end, and
the postwar world was about to emerge. For Greyhound, that meant, among other things, finally being
able to replace an aging fleet with newer, more modern buses. The fact that thinking and planning had
been going on for at least a few years was revealed,
not only in the annual report, but also in Greyhound’s
advertising to the public.
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1944 Greyhound Magazine Ad.
(Courtesy of Gene Nicolelli and used by permission of Greyhound Lines, Inc.)
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cial buses, “efforts have been continued to improve
equipment design and construction.” Key design
factors were greater seating capacity, improved style,
greater comfort and safety, more reliable performance, a reduction in maintenance costs, and more
economic operations.
A reference to the early Silversides of 1940, which
spoke highly of the use of aluminum alloys for enhanced appearance and weight reduction, gave additional insight into what was coming.
The company made clear that buses for postwar use
with more seating and better operations were currently being developed. In another glimpse of what was
to come, Greyhound told its shareholders that state
laws needed liberalization on the limits of bus weight,
width, and length. A larger bus with more seating was,
of course, the only way to increase carrying capacity
and add to passenger comfort.
Where was this development taking place? The
report does not say, but it does mention the fact that
the Army-Navy “E” award for high achievement was
conferred upon the Tropic-Aire company, a manufacturing subsidiary of Greyhound Motors & Supply
Company in Chicago. Managed by President Carl H.
Will, it was “acquired to conduct research and to manufacture special parts and equipment for Greyhound
buses.” This is almost certainly where the design and
any prototyping work was taking place.
What about the helicopter project? In July 1944 the
Civil Aeronautics Board issued its final report, essentially reiterating the preliminary report that surface-transportation companies could not operate air
transportation. Additionally, helicopter development
had not progressed sufficiently to justify permission
for such activity. Greyhound therefore suspended its
efforts to press forward its application at this time.

1,100 of what they called the “Deluxe cruiser type” to
be made by GM T&C division for delivery during 1946
and 1947. These were enhanced versions of the “Silversides” model, introduced in 1941. More intriguing
for this story, however, was the paragraph with specific details on a very new and different bus promised
for the future, the same double-decked bus shown in
1944.
“A new 50 passenger compartment coach
containing a great many innovations is being
designed by the engineering department. The
new coach provides for wider seats, deeper and
more restful cushions and more space between
seats to allow greater relaxation and freedom
of movement by passengers. The suspension
or springing system by which the body will be
carried on the axles is an entirely new and revolutionary system which will result in ride characteristics even smoother than those realized in
automobiles. The acceleration and hill climbing
abilities will be much greater than on buses of
the past because of increased power and decreased weight. The air conditioning system is
completely new and will provide the maximum
of comfort during either the heating or cooling
cycle, depending on the outside temperature.

D R I V E

S H A F T

D I S C O N N E C T

Tow your rear-wheel and 4WD automatic
transmission vehicles with ease.
Quickly disconnect your vehicle
transmission while sitting in the driver’s seat.
Tow all four wheels on the ground.

Fi n d a n Au t h o r i ze d D e a l e r o n l i n e to d a y !

1945
With the end of fighting in 1945, The Greyhound Corporation began to focus on “plans for the future which
include fleet replacements with new and improved
equipment.…” However, due to “strikes in the plants
of our suppliers, deliveries of new buses ordered for
1946 will be delayed, making necessary the further
use of existing equipment that would otherwise be
retired from service.”
Due to the postwar need to replace aging vehicles
and to meet new demand, Greyhound had ordered

Su p e r i o rDr i ve l i n e . co m
1.855.447.3626
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From the 1945 Greyhound Annual Report.
(From the author’s collection and used by permission of Greyhound Lines, Inc.)
An experimental model is being built by a subsidiary. It is impossible to predict a delivery date
because of the difficulty in obtaining the special
units and materials needed for manufacture.
However, every effort will be made to make the
coach available as early as possible.”
An experimental model was being built by a subsidiary with no clear time frame to completion. While
Greyhound had a number of subsidiaries, Will’s Greyhound Motors & Supply Company was undoubtedly
the place as mentioned earlier. And, had the stockholders not noticed in many of the Life and Saturday
Evening Post magazine issues of 1945, the last page
of the report, with examples of typical 1945 advertising, included one with the title “We’re planning this
around YOU!” In the bottom right corner of the ad appeared the same drawing first seen in the 1944 report.
Clearly, this two-level bus was the focus for Greyhound’s postwar future. And the helicopter project?
“No development has taken place since the last Annual Report….”
Editors Note: This is the first in a four-part series
adapted from Scenicrusing: The Greyhound Scenicruiser Story by the author. Part 2, will be in next
month’s issue.
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By Pa u l v o n Fa n ge
Paul von Fange unexpectedly discovered the
Greyhound Scenicruiser in 2009 and has been
on a quest for its story ever since.
He has ridden thousands of miles on these buses, attending the 2010 Scenicruise in Amarillo,
Texas, the 2011 Scenicruise in Grand Canyon
Caves, Arizona, the 2011 Gathering of Buses in
Hibbing, Minnesota, the 2013 Ghosts of Highway 61 in Blytheville, Arkansas and the 2017
Busboy Rally in Evansville, Indiana.
He served as a volunteer at the Minnesota
Transportation Museum, working to restore
Scenicruiser PD - 4501 - 739. His Scenicrusing
videos can be found on YouTube by searching
for “paulmontry.”
Any additional evidence for the Scenicruiser
history can be sent to him at
paul@scenicruising.com.
His books and more links are available at
www.Scenicruising.com.
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Now you can own your
own Double Decker bus
These unique buses can be converted to make a
perfect dream home on wheels, mobile office, or
simply a one-of-a-kind means of transportation.
Some Double Decker buses have a unique open
top for evening star gazing, sightseeing, or a
pleasant outdoor evening with family and friends.
They even make a wonderful permanent residence when parked on a privately owned lot and
are great for a Guest House or an Airbnb.
As a mobile office, these spacious vehicles provide ample room for community outreach
services, on-the-road meetings, church gatherings, sports teams, fund raising events, etc.
Double Decker buses can even be used for large
capacity media viewing areas. Perfect for political
candidates, mobile medical providers, veterinarians, or any industry that provides goods or
services to remote areas.
This unconventional mode of transportation
makes for a unique environment with endless
possibilities! Get yours now.
For more info contact
Gary@BusConversions.com.
or call (714) 614-0373
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Bus Bits - Extra tow Pins

By Ga r y Ha tt
As you have read previously in the August 2018 issue
of BCM, I installed a Roadmaster tow bar system on
my bus and toad. It is very quick and easy to hook up
behind my bus. But it is not easy if you are missing
any of the parts.

went in that timeframe and it had been buried deep in
the driveway gravel by then. I had to go shopping and
buy a new one. This pin was for my Roadmaster Tow
Defender (See September 2019 issue of BCM).

If you have a toad, you know how frustrating it can be
if you lose any of your tow hitch pins. When I unhitch
my toad, I have a small plastic bin to keep everything
in along with my gloves so nothing gets lost. The bin
rides in the battery compartment of my bus towards
the rear of the bus where it is easily accessible.
I watched a friend of mine hitch up his toad a couple
of years ago and he misplaced one of his hitch pins.
He got very frustrated, as I would too. He had to drive
over to a local hardware store to pick up another pin.
It was an ordinary pin that you can pick up at any
hardware store, but without the propriety baseplate
Direct Connect Arms, you are not pulling your toad
anywhere.You also cannot buy them just anywhere.
This is when I decided I need to carry a second set of
pins so I never get stranded.
We have all had a situation where we put a nut, bolt,
washer, pin or something down and loose it. If you
place small things in loose gravel, one foot step can
easily bury it and you may never find it again. And I
sometimes hook up my toad in loose gravel.
This happened to me after dropping my Safety Pin
in a friends gravel driveway and forgetting about it.
When I went to hitch up to leave a few days later, the
pin was nowhere to be found. Several cars came and
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Thankfully, I paint my pins red (as you can see in the
top photo) so that helps to find them if you drop them
on the ground. The red paint wears off most of the
pins surface, but there is usually still enough red paint
on there to help you find them. The nice thing is that
Roadmaster now offers deluxe base pins to secure
the tow bar to the baseplate’s Direct Connect Arms.
These optional pins have large red handles that make
them easy to use and hard to lose.

35

Some places I travel in my bus there is no hardware
store within 50 miles and I was wondering what I
would do if I lost a hitch pin. Even worse if I lost the
Removable Baseplate Arm that slips into my toad to
hook up to my Roadmaster tow bar I would be up the
creek without a paddle, as they say.

Roadmaster Tow Removable Baseplate Arms.

Roadmaster Direct Connect Arm Pins.

Another situation that can occur as, I have heard, but
never experienced myself is that sometimes these
special removable Baseplate Arms will get stolen from
your toad when you drive your car into town or even
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in the campground itself. Once I heard that, I started
removing mine every time I unhitch.
These are not cheap and even worse, finding a set
when you are in some small towns could be impossible. You may end up having to contact Roadmaster or
your hitch manufacturer to have them shipped in overnight which can also be very expensive. Therefore, I
recommend you remove yours every time you disconnect your tow bar as it only takes a few seconds.
I also recommend checking your hitch setup every
time you stop and ensure all pins are in place. It
would be easy for a smart aleck to pull a pin just so
you will lose your toad when driving down the road.
This could result in a catastrophic and deadly incident
if your toad came off at highway speeds.
While we are on the subject, some people use padlocks to lock the tow bar pin in place so they cannot
be stolen. I did this at one time too. However, last
year while I was on a trip to Mexico, someone was
towing 4-down and forgot to take the car out of gear.
In a few miles the front tire caught on fire and burned
up their car.
Luckily they were notified in time by a passing motorist and they stopped their bus and ran back and
pulled the pins and safety chains on their toad and
were able to drive the bus away from the fire. If they
were padlocked in place, I am not sure they could
have unhitched in time to disconnect the toad before
the fire got too hot.

I take one more step after I hitch up my toad and take
a photo with my phone of my setup. I have my phone
with me anyway, so it is an easy extra step. That way,
if something happens later, I can look back at my photo to see if maybe I missed a pin or to give me some
idea of what went wrong.
I have never lost a trailer or toad…yet, but I know a
few people, as you may know too, that have had that
happen only to find their trailer or toad in the ditch on
the side of the road. I won’t mention any names here,
but you may have seen them on Facebook in one of
the bus conversion groups. So it does happen and it
seems to happen all too frequently.
When I realized that it would be either frustrating or
very difficult to obtain these pins in some places I travel, I decided that I need to carry an extra set of pins
with me to prevent becoming stranded. As you can
see in the photo at the beginning of the article, I have
one running set and a complete backup set. I keep
them in my bus at all times. That way, if I lose any of
the parts, I will be able to get on the road in just a few
minutes.
The other thought is that pretty much all Roadmasters
use the same pins to secure the arms to the base-

Car Towed Behind RV Caught on Fire.
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plate. So if you have a Roadmaster, your pins will fit
your neighbor’s Roadmaster. Similarly, your neighbor’s Roadmaster base pins will fit anyone else’s
Roadmaster bar. The point is, some people like to be
the hero. How great would it be if you were traveling
in a group, or in a caravan, and you saved the day by
having exactly what one of your group needed to prevent hours of delay and possibly having to have them
catch up with the group or caravan somewhere down
the road. It shows a level of expertise and preparedness that is impressive.
When you are in Quartzsite this year or at the next
large RV rally, visit the Roadmaster booth or the
booth of the tow bar manufacturer that you use and
pick up an extra set of pins. Also if you have a Roadmaster tow bar system, they will inspect and lubricate
your tow bar for free and they will let you know if you
need to replace any parts. This is a great service.
If you are not planning on going to Quartzsite in January, you can order these pins (part number 910049 is
1 pair) from Roadmaster or online resellers. Better to
be safe than sorry.

By Gary Hatt
Since July 2012, Gary Hatt has been the
Publisher of Bus Conversion Magazine.
Gary does most of his own work on his
bus with the help of mechanic friends.
He has owned tents, truck campers, travel
trailers and stick-n-staple motorhomes, until
he bought his first bus in 1997, which was
a 1972 MCI MC-7 Combo. When he had a
chance to buy a 1983 MCI MC-9 Log Cabin
bus with larger windows he jumped at
the chance.
In Thanksgiving of 2014, Gary bought a 1967
Model 08 Eagle and has since been living and
traveling full time in that since then.
Gary can be contacted at
Gary@BusConversions.com
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RvingOffGrid.com

Sandblasting and Rustproofing

National Bus Trader

Used Highway Buses

Traveling Veteran Family Adventures

Largest Online Marketplace
Buses/Parts/Collectibles
BusesOnline.com

No Job Too Big or Too Small
(773) 858-3473
MenAtWorkSCS.com

25 years in business
(870) 739-2444
bobtuckermotors.com

Bus Battery Watering Systems

Water your batteries in less than one minute each month
Contact@AnRVersFriend.com

Extraordinary History of the Scenicruiser
See reviews: www.scenicruising.com/reviews
Scenicruising: The Greyhound Scenicruiser Story
www.lulu.com/spotlight/Scenicruising

Brentwood, NH 03833
(603) 814-1085
BusAppraiser.com

Bus Industry Magazine
(815) 946-2341
BusMag.com

Talking Chitty Podcast
Skoolie Build/Bus Life/Resale Items
TheCrabsHomestead.com

Customized Logos & TShirts

livingliferandomly.com/shop
Instagram @livingliferandomly_graphics
10% Off w/ Coupon Code - BCM52019

Webcams

Full HD Streaming
(408) 603-0600
Contact@AnRVersFriend.com

Hightail Custom Coach

SKOOLIE.com

Quality crafted conversions and fabrication
IG: skoolie_com email: hello@skoolie.com

Custom bus conversions and vintage bus restoration
www.hightailcustomcoach.com
Follow us @ Hightail Custom Coach

Advertise Your
Business Here

Advertise Your
Business Here

For information about placing your ad in our Service Directory, either email
Gary@BusConversions.com or call the office at (657) 221-0432.

Ads start as low as $17/month
To qualify for a free perpetual ad, contact Gary about
sending in articles about your product or service.
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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1960 Bristol, Model
Lodekka Conversion
PRICE: $66,000
Contact Gary Hatt at (714) 614-0373 or
Gary@BusConversionMagazine.com
for more information.
Bus Year: 1960
Motor:10 litre Gardne
Bus Location: East Coast ports
Sellers Name:Gary Hatt

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

REDUCED
1975 Prevost La Mirage Bus
PRICE: $77,000
Contact Number: (928) 242-1275
Bus Year: 1975
Motor:Series 60
Bus Location: Prescott, AZ
Sellers Name:Elnora

Click HERE for more info.
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Bristol VR

BRITISH LEYLAND

PRICE: $25,000 US
Contact Number: (714) 614-0373
Bus Year: 1980
Motor: Gardner 6lxb
Sellers Name: Gary Hatt

PRICE: $23,000 US
Contact Number: (714) 614-0373
Bus Year: 1992
Motor: Cuminns L10, Diesel, 6 cylinder.
Sellers Name: Gary Hatt

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

1984 MCI Bus Conversion

1989 Prevost XL

PRICE: $7,500
Contact Number: (618) 841-2195
Bus Year: 1984
Bus Location: Southern Illinois
Sellers Name: Angie Crowder

PRICE: $15,000
Bus Year: 1989
Engine: Detroit 8V92T

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Click Here
to See Video

1968 Eagle Model 05

1989 Eagle Conversion

PRICE REDUCED: $20,000
Contact Number: (910) 893-8892
Bus Year: 1968
Motor: 8V71, 4 Speed Spicer
Bus Location: Buies Creek, NC
Sellers Name: Author 4

PRICE: $60,000
Contact Number: (865) 399-1993
Bus Year: 1989
Motor: Allison Automatic Transmission
Bus Location: Kingston, Tennessee
Sellers Name: Gail

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

1995 Dina

1975 MODEL 05 EAGLE

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

PRICE: $49,000
Contact Number: (773) 858-3473
Bus Year: 1995
Motor: Allison B500
Bus Location: Chicago, IL
Sellers Name: Wulf Ward

PRICE: $55,000
Contact Number: (360) 636-2895
Bus Year: 1975
Motor: 3406 B Model Cat 400 HP
Bus Location: Longview, WA
Sellers Name: Vic Crane

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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1990 SETRA 40’ BUS

1987 MCI-9

PRICE: $20,000
Contact Number: (406) 853-0931
Bus Year: 1990
Motor: 6v92 Detroit motor
Bus Location: Montana
Sellers Name: Justin Dighans

PRICE: $29,999
Contact Number: (406) 521-0651
Bus Year: 1987
Motor: Detroit 6V92 Turbo DDEC and
HD 740 Allison Trans
Bus Location: Montana
Sellers Name: Gary Ferguson

Click HERE for more info

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

1962 PD-4106

1984 Eagle 10 – 8″ Roof Raise

PRICE: $28,000
Contact Number: (719) 661-1932
Bus Year: 1962
Motor: 8V71
Bus Location: Colorado Springs, CO
Sellers Name: Shirley

PRICE: $58,995
Contact Number: (937) 548-0686
Bus Year: 1984
Motor: 6V92 Detroit Diesel
Bus Location: Greenville,OH
Sellers Name: Becky Collins

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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1990 Prevost LeMirage XL

PRICE: $52,000
Contact Number: (224) 856 5364
Bus Year: 1990
Current Miles: 96,000
Motor: Angola. Detroit Diesel 8V92
Bus Location: Campton Hills, IL 60124
Sellers Name: Rosemary Sayre

Click HERE for more info.

1992 Genesis

PRICE: $75,000
Contact Number: (828) 702 9333
Bus Year: 1992
Current Miles: 135k
Bus Location: Hendersonville, NC
Sellers Name: Luke and Rachel

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

1984 MCI 9

1974 MCI8 – 871 Detroit

PRICE: $35,000
Contact Number: (605) 759-1385
Bus Year: 1984
Current Miles: 852,000:
Bus Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Sellers Name: Brian Wheeler

REDUCED PRICE: $5,000
Contact Number: (218) 329 6246
Bus Year: 1974
Motor: 871 Detroit with Allison Transmission
Bus Location: Hawley,MN
Sellers Name: Rick Peterson

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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If you own a bus conversion or an RV or are considering building your own or
purchasing one, you should subscribe to Bus Conversion Magazine. This is the
only periodical dedicated and authored by Bus Nuts like you. The majority of our
articles come from our readers, both amateurs and professional bus converters, who
share their experiences of building, maintaining, living in and traveling by bus.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Online Digital Subscription - Circle One:
1 Year ($19) 2 Years ($34) 3 Years ($44)
Monthly Digital Magazine
Recurring Subscription $1.75
BILLING INFORMATION
Name:

RECIPIENT INFORMATION
Same as Billing
○Name
Email:

Mail this form to:

Address:

Bus Conversion Magazine
Attn: Subscriptions
661 E Main St # 200-313
Midlothian, TX 76065

City:
State:

Click here to sign up
online to start your
subscription immediately.

ZIP Code:
Country:

PAYMENT OPTIONS

○
○
○
○
○

Mastercard
Visa
American Express
Discover
Check or Money Order

Card Number:

You will also have access to
several Books on PDF about
building a bus conversion.
www.BusConversionMagazine.com

Expiration Date:
/
Month

Your subscription will
also allow you to read over 100
back issues of BCM
online absolutely FREE.

Year

BUS EVENTS
For the most up-to-date
Event Information Click Here:

https://www.busconversionmagazine.com/events/
January 2020
Flxible Owners International
Winter Rally 2020
January 09-12

Sportsman’s Club
6225 Sunburst St.
Joshua Tree, CA
ALL BUSES WELCOME!

Southeast Bus Nuts Autumn Rally
Lou Kirk’s Residence
January 9-12, 2020
Saint Cloud, FL

Eagle International Bus Rally
January 15-19, 2020
Quartzsite, AZ

Western GM Coach Invitational Rally
January 16-19, 2020
Quarzsite, AZ

Contact
Matt Merz
(562) 715-8526

Click
Here

To view last year’s
Rally, Click HERE

Rallymaster: Lou Kirk
For more information go to:
www.sebusnuts.org

Contact: Byron Pigg
85Eagle15@gmail.com
(417) 840-9443
Watch Video

Contact: Robert Pimentel
(510) 703-1338
SilverSport61@yahoo.com
Watch Video

Skooliepalooza 2020
January 20-27, 2020
Ehrenberg, AZ

For More Info

BCI Quartzsite Arizona Rally
January 21-25, 2020
Quartzsite, AZ

Contact:
Tony Saraceni: (307) 250-6966
bcitony@aol.com

Click Here

Click
Here

February 2020
Contact: Gary Hatt
Gary@BusConversions.com
(714) 614-0373
To read more about this rally click on
the article about last year’s rally

Escapees Mexican Connection Rolling Rally
Feb 12 – 26 (and beyond)
Starts in Potrero Park, CA

Click Here

March 2020
5th Annual SoCal Mini-Rally
March 27-29, 2020
Bonelli Bluffs RV Resort & Campground
(Formally East Shore RV Park)

Contact: Buck Trout
BuckTroutShow@gmail.com
Call the park to make reservations:
(800) 809-3778 Request to park in Section B
www.bonellibluffsrv.com

TinyFest California

www.TinyFest.events
Facebook: TinyFest Events
Instagram: TinyFest.Events

Tiny Houses * Vans * Skoolies
Feb. 29 & Mar. 1, 2020
Del Mar Fairgrounds
San Diego, CA

Click
Here

August 2020

Click
Here

Flxible Bus Rally
Loudonville 2020
August 27-30, 2020

Rally Captains
Brian & Crystal Santin

briansantin@gmail.com

Loudonville, Ohio

October 2020
2020 Willow Beach Halloween NR Gathering
Oct 26, 2020 thru Nov 1, 2020
Main Gathering Oct 29, 2020 thru Nov 1, 2020

Willow Beach Marina, AZ

Reservations MUST be made by phone
Cindy at 928-767-4747
“Reserve in Sections C or D”
“Tell them you are with the bus group”

edvan@q.com

Having a rally? Let us know! We will help you spread the word.
If you or someone you know is hosting a bus rally, we invite you to send us the information,
so that we can announce it here in the magazine for Bus Nuts. You can send it to us up to 11
months before the rally date, so that we have time to get news of your rally out there. Then after the rally, send us photos and a story about the rally. We will make your rally famous.

Email your info to Gary@BusConversions.com

Tiny
TinyHouses
Houses* *Vans
Vans* *Skoolies
Skoolies

Get ready for inspiration, information, and fun!
TinyFest events are designed
to connect you with your tribe,
to expand your knowledge and to spark new ideas.
The vibe at TinyFest is amazing!
Bring your good vibrations and join the community of
creatives, collaborators, and problem solvers!
www.TinyFest.events
Facebook: TinyFest Events
Instagram: TinyFest.Events
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BRINGING IT BACK TO THE
HOME OF THE ORIGINAL
MOTOR COACH

AUGUST 27-30, 2020
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!!!

Don’t miss out on this monumental Bus Rally!

We’re excited to bring the original home of the motor
coach* back to the helm of Bus Conversion Rallies with
several energized events. Saturday morning will include
the Flxible Bus Parade through downtown Loudonville
which will feature a Bus Show as the motor coaches
park in the middle of downtown Loudonville – this will
provide a showcase of Buses unlike any seen before in
Loudonville – the original Flxible Bus Factory is just
two blocks off of Main Street!!
*Flxible Buses were built in Loudonville, Ohio and have been
memorialized on the logo of the Family Motor Coach Association
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
































 ʹͲʹͲ

Rally Events:
Private tour of
Landoll’s Castle

(lunch included at the
Copper Mug restaurant)
/landollscastle

Ohio State
Reformatory Tour

(site where the movie
Shawshank Redemption
was filmed)
/OhioStateReformatory

Catered meals by
Der Dutchmen &
Port-a-Cook
Nightly Neighbor
Campfires
Bus Speaker Series

RALLY CAMPGROUND
the iconic
MOHICAN
ADVENTURES
Loudonville, Ohio
Rally Captains
Brian & Crystal Santin
briansantin@gmail.com
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Fiberglass Rolls
for bus siding

Located in Evergreen, CO.

1/8” thick x 41 & ½” wide each piece
of fiberglass. As shown in pics, smooth
white on one side & rough glass on “underside”. Total of four p
 ieces with best
calculation of 35 ‘ each in length.

Gary Hatt
Gary@BusConversionMagazine.com
(714) 614-0373
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Bus Parts Liquidation Sale!

These are just a few of the parts available.
Call John Zahn now to find out more!

RandM Front Cap, Windshield Frame,
and Breast Plate for 102-015 Eagle $1000

Eagle 01 Rear Torsilastic
Suspension $1,000 Each

Air Cleaner for Eagle
8V92 $350

RV PARTS CENTER
JOHN ZAHN
Many new and used Eagle parts.
Phone: (714) 703-8200 Fax: (714) 259-7575
Email: john@rvpartscenter.com
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Bus Windshield Rubber

RV Parts Center
john@rvpartscenter.com
(714) 703-8200
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Gary’sTip:
Get a FREE subscription to Bus Conversion Magazine by submitting an article about
your bus. A Feature Article will go on the cover of the magazine and qualifies for a
FREE 5-year subscription or extension.
Any other articles will will qualify for a 1 to 5-year extension depending on the length
and contents of the article.
Send your stories to Gary@BusConversionMagazine.com.
This is a magazine by Bus Nuts, for Bus Nuts. Without your help, there
will be no BCM.

Advertise your
business here for as
low as $53 a month for
an 1/8 page ad!
www.BusConversionMagazine.com

BUS CONVERSION BCM
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Advertise your business here for as
low as $245 per month for a
FULL PAGE!
click here to learn more

www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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Post by: Busn-Gramps
2003 Chev Mal with BrakeBuddy
Post by: Bill Gerrie
2000 Dodge Dakota four wheels down with M &
G brake system with a break away.
Post by: luvrbus

Forum Survey - What do you normally
tow behind your bus conversion?

2005 Envoy with M&G is my choice since I have
it already. The Lexus with a dolly or trailer is the
pits - just done that

Post by: Gary Hatt - Publisher BCM
We are trying to get a feel for if and how Bus
Nuts are pulling their Toads. Please help us out
by answering this simple question.
If you would like to add other comments, please
add them here.

Post by: lvmci
Fiat convertible (Abarth), used to tow Jeep Wrangler, lvmci...
Post by: Lee Bradley
2013 Honda CRV

Post by: sledhead

Post by: belfert

2019 ford ranger 4 x 4 four down
Post by: Utahclaimjumper
2012 Jeep Liberty four down with M&G braking.>>>Dan
Post by: rgrauto

Artic Cat Wildcat in a 24 foot enclosed trailer.
Neither the trailer nor the Wildcat are mine, but
the two are almost always behind the bus when I
go on a trip.
Post by: Van
Nothing yet but we’re still looking

1995 Suzuki Sidekick 4 door 4x4 four down.
Post by: Dave5Cs

Post by: olebusman
2005 Suzuki xl7 4x4 automatic

98 Jeep Wrangler 4x4 with surge brake. Roadmaster tow bar.
Post by: chessie4905
2003 Suzuki Vitara 2 door 4x4 automatic. 4
wheels down.
Post by: jmblake
2016 GMC 2500HD flat tow with M & G brake
Post by: dtcerrato
2009 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited four down
with M & G braking & break away braking

Post by: dtcerrato
Looks like the flat tows have it?
Post by: chessie4905
Tow dollys can be a pita. If you get stuck and
can’t get dolly/car to cooperate, you first have
to remove vehicle from dolly, then unhook and
move dolly out of the way. Then, when you are
using the car, dolly is in the way. With so many
vehicles being all wheel drive now, a dolly usually doesn’t work. And you have two possibilities
of something coming unhooked; Vehicle coming
away from dolly, or dolly/car coming unhooked.

www.BusConversions.com
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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As we get older, some of the dollies can be hard
to move around. From a former dolly user.
Post by: windtrader
I’m thinking the same thing. 3/4 four down towing. Still not decided which way to go: tow dolly
or 4-down. The major benefit of dolly is you
can load just about any available vehicle, FWD,
RWD, Auto, Manual, without any incremental cost
once dolly is purchased.
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Post by: Dreamscape
2011 Buick Enclave. Air Force One auxiliary
braking system. Aluminator tow bar system by
DEMCO.
Post by: neoneddy
Tow Dolly 2013 Town & Country, it ain’t pretty but
it gets the job done.

Four down model specific base plate hardware
(Roadmaster, Blue Ox, etc.) is required for most
toads. The cost and effort is non-trivial, especially
if outfitting several vehicles. Jeep Wrangler is a
vehicle that does not require specialized hardware but it’s a leap for me to buy a specific car
based on towing requirements. If living OTR FT
and dealing with one vehicle it works for some.

For a family of 6 our options are limited. I do like
the idea of 4 down with an aux trans pump.

I’m searching for a used tow dolly now, hopefully
one with surge brakes. One observation thus far
is these things are very niche, especially this time
of year. Every one I’ve contacted that’s been for
sale for months are still available. Good for buyers, not so for sellers. Make a smart decision the
first time around, quick flip may not work out.

EDIT: Also, I have been able to backup 4-8 feet
before without issues, any more than that and
things get wonky back there, but it’s saved us
unhooking a few times.

Post by: chessie4905
They do make transmission pumps so you can
tow, at least, FWD 4 down. We did that on a Olds
Ciera several years ago, with no issues, other
than the weight behind our 4104, esp when stopping.
Post by: chessie4905
If you are handy at fabricating and welding, you
could use a universal tow bar and fabricate your
own connections at the vehicle, I did that on the
4104 with three different vehicles over the years.
I have a Roadmaster 5000 bar and found the
adapters on Craigslist cheap. Had to look for
about a year before they came up for a Vitara.
Popular toads adapters come up all the time,
including the tow bars. Now also check Facebook
Marketplace. It seems to be even more popular
than Craigslist lately.
Post by: blue_goose
2011 Terverse

On the other hand, with the angle that the tow
dolly puts our T&C at and our 6v92 oil pan leak
that van may never rust. It’s got a fine mist of oil
all over the underside. But managing the dolly is
the worst.

Post by: chessie4905
Exactly! A rear view camera helps. By the time
you see it turning to sharp in the mirror, stop and
start over. They are also a pain backing up attached to a pickup. Go about 6 or 7 feet and they
start taking a mind of their own.
Post by: buswarrior
Best trick I’ve seen is to flood the transmission for
towing.
George Brock RIP, had a chrysler minivan, a suitable sized wrecking yard sourced radiator overflow bottle that fit under the hood, tee’d into the
transmission cooler line with a diverter valve.
Engine off, open valve, contents of bottle drained
down into transmission, overfilling it. Overfilled, it
couldn’t harm itself. Tow away.
To resume normal operation, start van engine,
open valve, transmission would pump the extra fluid back up into the added bottle, close the
valve when the level reached the line drawn in
magic marker...
Correct level now in transmission, off you drive.

www.BusConversions.com
www.BusConversionMagazine.com
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ways had problems storing the trailer.

Post by: TomC
I flat tow my ‘84 Mercedes 300D Turbodiesel.
I had to get a drive line disconnect installed at
the rear differential since Mercedes automatics have two pumps-one on the input shaft and
one powered by the drive shaft. If you flat tow
a Mercedes, you’ll blow the transmission above
30mph without the disconnect from the built up oil
pressure without the engine running and no place
for the oil to go.
Even though my overall weight with towing the
car is 34,750lbs, which is below the 36,000lb
GVW rating and I had no problems stopping the
bus with the car behind, I was a bit afraid of what
would happen if the car broke loose. So last
Quartzite, I had the Roadmaster 8700 Invisibrake
installed. It is a combination air compressor and
vacuum pump that mounts under the driver’s
seat with a pull cable attached to the brake pedal.
The air compressor operates the pull cable on
the brake pedal and the vacuum pump maintains
power brake vacuum in the car. With the running
lights on (I always run with my lights on-mainly to
keep a load on the big Delco DN50 alternator) the
unit keeps the car battery charged. When you hit
the brakes on the bus, the brake lights activates
the braking system on the car. There is also a
wireless set of warning lights to let you know up
front in the driver’s seat that it is working. It has a
break away switch on the front bumper-in which
I’ve tested to make sure the car would stop on it’s
own in case. The unit is convenient; the only attachment is the break away lanyard and the 4 pin
plug that is plugged into the car lights. I’m very
pleased with the unit.

Post by: gmnut55
We tow what works best at the time; all 4 down
02 Suzuki Grand Vitara 4x4, 16 Chevy Colorado
or 99 Mazda b2500
Post by: plyonsMC9
2001 Jeep Wrangler 4x4, four down with Roadmaster tow bar and tow Defender. Works great.
Post by: Jim Blackwood
I ran a Suzuki Samurai both flat towed and trailered. Pros and cons each way. Can’t really back
up with the flat toad, it goes wonky real fast. But
the trailer has to be put somewhere and that can
be a problem. Never did anything to the Sammy
except put the T-case in neutral. But don’t forget to do that. I got out once to find oil under the
hood and the shifter in 1st gear. Lord only knows
how fast that engine was spinning at 65mph.
Amazingly, it ran for a good long time after that.
Eventually the cam pulley fell off but I fixed that
and it ran when we sold it. Tough little buggy. I
ended up buying a 2nd one, and use it like a golf
cart.

Post by: robertglines1
Chev HHR automatic---unlock steering wheel
leave in neutral. Pull Ignition fuse/install bypass
switch. Probably over 40,000 miles on tow bar.
Still keep it for this reason. Check your owner’s
manual. Still has hidden oil from 2 strokes. Not
any from 60 series. I have pulled a Grand Cherokee and Wrangler flat.
Post by: Gary Hatt - Publisher BCM
I tow my Lexus LX-470 wheels down with a
Superior Driveline disconnect and a Roadmaster
tow bar system. I had a trailer before and al-

www.BusConversions.com
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Forum content extracted by Phil Lyons,
the Forum Moderator. To read the rest
of this discussion in the Forum, click the
following link:
https://www.busconversionmagazine.com/forum/index.
php?topic=34435.0;all
Discussions like this take place on a daily basis in the Bus
Conversion Magazine Online Discussion Forum. To read
them go to:
https://www.busconversionmagazine.com/forum/index.php
Anyone can read the main discussion board, but to get the
most out of it you need to join by clicking the “register” link
above the login box in the upper left section of the Forum
page.
Registration is free and once registered you will be able
to view all the available discussion boards, view images,
lookup and contact other members, reply to other members, share your own experiences for others to learn from,
and most importantly, post your own questions.

See you on the Forum!
www.BusConversions.com
www.BusConversionMagazine.com

